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INTRODUCTION

States and the federal government have invested in early care and education programs with an explicit goal of improving school readiness for low-income children. These investments, aimed at strengthening the quality of care and supporting families’ access to high-quality settings, are based in part on a confluence of research findings showing a link between program quality and children’s outcomes. Specifically:

- Studies of model programs demonstrate that intensive early childhood services delivered over a period of years can improve children’s cognitive, academic, and social skills with gains maintained into adulthood.¹

- Larger and more representative descriptive studies suggest that the effects of early care and education, while smaller than family effects, can be maintained when children go to school.²

While research to date is quite consistent in showing that measures of quality in early care and education settings and measures of children’s development are linked when examined in individual research studies, there has not been a systematic examination of the strength of these relationships across multiple studies.
**Research Strategy**

Two analytic strategies were used to address the research questions of interest. The analytic strategies are described in detail in a chapter by Burchinal, Kainz, and Cai, (in press):

- **A meta-analysis of studies published in peer-reviewed journals or evaluation reports:** In a meta-analysis, researchers use quantitative methods to combine findings from a set of related studies. The literature review identified 20 early care and education projects that reported 97 associations between widely used measures of quality and child outcomes and studied at least 10 center-based classrooms. The goal of the meta-analysis was to estimate the magnitude of the association between widely used measures of observed classroom quality and well-established measures of child outcomes.

- **Secondary analysis of data from four large studies of early care and education:** Carrying out new analyses with existing data made it possible to focus specifically on the low-income children in the study samples and coordinate how the analyses were carried out, for example, controlling for the same background characteristics in each sample (site, maternal education, ethnicity, and gender). The four studies included in the coordinated analyses were:
  - The NICHD Study of Early Child Care: a prospective study of 1,364 children from birth through high school conducted at 10 sites in the United States,
  - The Cost, Quality, and Child Outcomes Project: a longitudinal study of 700 3- and 4-year-old children who attended child care centers in four regions of the United States,
  - The National Center for Early Learning and Development Pre-Kindergarten Evaluation: a short-term evaluation of 1,500 children who attended state-funded pre-kindergarten programs in 11 states, and

Similar to the meta-analysis, the goal here was also to look at the magnitude of the relationship between quality and child outcomes, but several further important questions could also be addressed. The four goals for these analyses were to:

1. **Estimate the magnitude of the association for preschoolers specifically from low-income families between widely used global measures of observed classroom quality and well-established measures of child outcomes,**

2. **Consider whether the associations between quality and child outcomes are stronger when specific aspects of quality are examined in relation to specific child outcomes, such as instructional practices and early academic achievement,**

3. **Test whether there is evidence of threshold effects in the classroom quality-child outcome association for low-income children, for example whether associations of quality and child outcomes are especially strong at certain levels of quality,** and

4. **Examine the association between individual items and child outcomes for two quality measures used extensively in state quality improvement initiatives.**

Using two complementary research strategies allowed the researchers to compare the findings and make recommendations based on a synthesis of results across the two approaches. Both sets of analyses described the extent to which measures of classroom quality predict children’s academic achievement and language skills as measured by standardized individually administered tests and children’s social-behavioral skills as measured by questionnaires completed by classroom teachers. Analyses controlled for background characteristics such as maternal education, ethnicity, and site to account for pre-existing differences in families related to which families select and can afford higher-quality care and thereby more fully focus on the link between quality and child outcomes.

**Key Findings**

The meta-analysis summarized the 97 findings from 20 research projects. The correlations in these projects described the extent to which children in higher-quality care tended to have better outcome scores. The studies included children of different ages so the findings are presented separately by age.

---

* See table in a chapter by Burchinal, Kainz, and Cai (in press) for specific quality measures, child outcomes, and covariates used in each of the studies included in the meta-analysis.
Key Finding: For all ages, the meta-analysis indicated that children in higher-quality early care and education programs tended to have modestly higher academic and language outcomes and better social skills, controlling for background characteristics. Somewhat larger associations were detected for academic and language outcomes than for social outcomes and for 2- and 3-year-olds than for 4-year-olds.

The secondary data analysis of the large projects that included a substantial number of low-income children addressed several questions. First, we looked at the association between classroom quality and child outcomes in a similar manner to that described above, but we included only preschoolers from low-income families.

Key Finding: The analyses indicated that the various quality measures showed modest, but mostly statistically significant, associations with achievement, language, and social skills for low-income children after controlling for background characteristics, and different quality measures tended to provide slightly better prediction for different outcomes.

Second, we described associations between child outcomes and measures of quality tapping specific interactions or features of the classroom thought to promote positive outcomes.

Key Finding: Analyses support the premise that measures of specific practices are slightly better predictors of the outcomes for children than are global quality measures, particularly when there is a close “match” between the practices and the outcomes. For example, controlling for background characteristics, the CLASS Instructional Climate subscale tended to be more successful in predicting academic and language skills than other measures, and the CLASS Emotional Climate subscale tended to be more successful in predicting social skills than other measures. However, the associations emerging in these analyses were small.

Third, we tested whether we could identify thresholds that indicated either that quality had to be at a certain level before associations with child outcomes would be detected or that children no longer seemed to benefit when quality exceeded a certain level.

Key Finding: Analyses suggest that, at least for those who are from low-income families, children benefit from higher-quality care overall in both their language and social skills, but larger benefits tend to accrue when quality is in the good to high range.

Fourth, we examined the correlations between the items on the ECERS and CLASS with child outcomes using the National Center for Early Development and Learning (NCEDL) data because some states are now using these instruments as the basis for quality improvement initiatives. These initiatives include Quality Rating Systems (QRS) that provide information to parents and incentives to practitioners to improve the quality of their programs.

Key Finding: Overall, the ECERS items describing interactions and program structure tended to show stronger, albeit modest, correlations with child outcomes than other ECERS items. The CLASS items describing productivity, teacher sensitivity, negative climate, and positive climate showed the strongest associations with all outcomes, while the items describing behavioral management also predicted social outcomes as rated by the teacher.

CONCLUSIONS

The findings highlighted above suggest the following conclusions:

- The quality of children’s early care and education, measured by widely used observational tools, is related to children’s academic, cognitive, language, and social skills after taking background characteristics into account.
- However, the associations are modest. With some notable exceptions, the magnitude of the relationships between quality and child outcomes tended to be small by statistical standards.**
- In the meta-analysis, associations were stronger for 2- and 3-year-olds than for 4-year-olds and were stronger for academic and language outcomes than for social outcomes.
- In the secondary analysis, the strength of the association between quality and child outcomes was slightly greater when the dimension of quality (for example, a measure of interactions or of the quality of instruction) was more closely aligned with the outcome examined, though this was not consistent across all the studies.
- Evidence emerged suggesting that there were larger benefits in terms of children’s development when quality was in the good to high range.

** The statistics reported on were effect sizes, partial correlations, or correlations, depending on the analyses. See detailed description of each analysis in the chapter by Burchinal, Kainz, and Cai (in press).
• Finally, examining individual items in the ECERS and CLASS indicated that the relationship between quality and child language, academics, and social development was stronger for items focusing on interactions and instruction.

**IMPLICATIONS**

The results of the analyses presented in this research brief suggest at least three interpretations that have implications for policy and programs and for informing new developments in the measurement of quality.

One possible explanation of the findings is that the true association between quality and child outcomes is so small that it is inconsequential. This explanation seems unlikely given the results of demonstration studies showing lasting impacts of intensive early childhood services on children’s development, especially for low-income children.9

A second explanation is that associations are small when children’s exposure to a particular level of quality is much more limited than in the studies of model programs (in which “dosage” of high-quality care was carefully planned), but that quality still has practical importance for children’s development even at these more widely varying levels and dosages.10 A logical next step of this interpretation is continued examination of children’s outcomes as a result of quality initiatives. Longitudinal studies in particular could provide insight into the longer-term consequences for children of early care and education quality and efforts to improve it. Such research could further explore the possibility that improvements to a certain level of quality that are sustained over time are needed as the basis for positive child outcomes.

A third explanation is that existing measures of quality are not detecting adequately the dimensions of interactions and the environment that are most strongly linked to children’s outcomes. Refining and strengthening measures of quality using psychometric techniques could result in the detection of stronger effects, especially if new measures are designed to tap specific practices that align with desired child outcomes. Furthermore, stronger measures of quality that specify aspects of practice and caregiving that are important for children could be used to inform more effective professional development strategies for teachers and caregivers of young children.

--


9 See endnote 1.